Abstract-Early detection and diagnosis of incipient faults is desirable for online condition assessment, product quality assurance, and improved operational efficiency of induction motors. In this paper, a speed-sensorless fault diagnosis system is developed for induction motors, using recurrent dynamic neural networks and multiresolution or Fourier-based signal processing for transient or quasi-steady-state operation, respectively. In addition to nameplate information required for the initial system setup, the proposed fault diagnosis system uses only motor terminal voltages and currents. The effectiveness of the proposed diagnosis system in detecting the most widely encountered motor electrical and mechanical faults is demonstrated through extensive staged faults. The developed system is scalable to different power ratings and it has been successfully demonstrated with data from 2.2-, 373-, and 597-kW induction motors.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NDUCTION motors are critical for many industrial processes because they are cost effective and robust in the sense of performance. They are also critical components in many commercially available equipment and industrial processes. Because of the potential savings offered by fault diagnosis systems, a lot of research has been carried out for the study and development of fault detection and diagnosis methods for electric machines. While many types of motor fault detection methods have been proposed, practical detection techniques for three-phase induction motors are generally provided by some combination of mechanical and electrical monitoring techniques. Even though mechanical sensors are used to assess the machine's health, they are permanently installed on only the most expensive or load-critical machines where the cost of a continuous monitoring system can be justified. Mechanical forms of motor sensing are also limited in their ability to detect electrical faults, such as stator insulation failures. Electrical monitoring techniques have concentrated on the use of neg-ative-sequence measurements for detecting stator winding failures, whereas spectral analysis of the stator currents has been employed for sensing rotor faults. The motor current signature analysis (MCSA) for motor fault detection has received much attention in particular [1] . For most purposes, current monitoring can be implemented inexpensively on any size machine, by utilizing the current transformers (CTs) already in place at the motor control centers. Use of the existing CTs and potential transformers (PTs) makes MCSA convenient for remote monitoring of large numbers of motors from a central location.
There has been extensive research on detecting mechanical faults of the machines using MCSA [2] - [6] . Most of the proposed approaches for current-based motor condition monitoring ignore the load effects or assume that the load is known. Expert systems and neural networks (NNs) have been introduced to distinguish between current spectral components caused by broken rotor bars and those caused by load variations. Schoen and Habetler [7] , [8] also presented a method for removing the load effects from the monitored quantity of the machine. More sophisticated analysis performed in the time-frequency domain has been reported, considering the nonstationary characteristics of the motor current [9] , and time-scale domain analysis has been attempted for the vibration signature of a machine [10] - [12] . The majority of the methods developed for detecting insulation failures are based on the negative-sequence component of the motor currents. Because power supply imbalance can also cause the appearance of negative-sequence current, modifications to the negative-sequence currents approach have been performed to compensate for the impact of unbalanced machine operation [13] , [14] . Recently, by using an equivalent motor circuit model for shorted turns, Kliman et al. [14] developed the injected negative-sequence current which is not affected from an unbalanced supply voltage but it appears sensitive to load variations. To detect stator winding faults, several other techniques have been proposed. Statistical process control techniques have been applied [15] , and the detection of stator voltage imbalance and single phasing effects using advanced signal processing techniques has also been presented [16] . Also, recently, the IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS published a Special Section on Motor Fault Detection and Diagnosis, including two survey papers of tutorial nature regarding induction motor fault diagnosis [17] , [18] .
In recent work the authors have demonstrated the use of a combination of recurrent NNs and signal processing algorithms for detecting faults in induction motors operating under steadystate [19] and transient conditions [20] . Furthermore, in another recent paper the authors have explored the reduction of false alarms in induction motor fault diagnosis caused by speed variation due to load changes and unbalanced machine operation due 0278-0046/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE to supply imbalance [21] . In all these three recent studies, in addition to electrical motor sensors the availability of a mechanical speed sensor is assumed available. In the current paper, standard Fourier-based and wavelet-based signal processing techniques are used with identified, empirical motor models to estimate fault features for the detection and diagnosis of electrical and mechanical motor faults. The availability of motor electrical measurements is assumed, as is motor nameplate information. However, no speed or other mechanical sensor is assumed available. Motor speed is estimated from the electrical terminal measurements using a state filter based on an empirical motor model [22] , [23] . The scalability of the developed sensorless fault diagnosis system is demonstrated with experimental results on small and large induction motors. The main contributions of this paper are the:
• development and demonstration of a sensorless motor fault detection and diagnosis system based on an empirical predictor and on other signal processing algorithms, that is effective in detecting the most widely encountered electrical and mechanical faults; • demonstration of the fault detection and diagnosis system scalability to induction motors of different power ratings. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the proposed fault diagnosis system with its two separate operating modes is briefly described. Section III presents a brief description of a recently developed motor speed filter based on recurrent dynamic NNs. Section IV presents the procedures used in developing the motor predictor for residual generation, its scalability to motors of higher rating and the signal processing methods used in computing the proposed fault indicators. Section V presents the experimental results obtained from the faults staged on small and large induction motors, including studies on the impact of speed estimation error on fault detection accuracy. Finally, in Section VI the conclusions drawn from this study are presented.
II. PROPOSED FAULT DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM
A fault diagnosis system is said to perform accurately if exhibits high fault detection rates and low false alarm rates, while maximizing the correct classification of detected faults. If the detection capability of a fault diagnosis system is poor, then it is likely to miss developing faults. Missed faults may lead to critical machine failures and breakdowns of entire systems. Whereas, if the fault detection system is too sensitive then it is likely to generate high rates of false alarms. Every alarm forces the operator decide whether or not to shut down the system. Frequent false alarms may lead the operator to question the effectiveness of a fault diagnosis system, increasing the potential of ignored alarms that indicate a real system fault. So any practical fault diagnosis system must have low rates of missed faults and false alarms, while maximizing the correct detection and classification of actual unhealthy and healthy conditions.
In general, motor currents and voltages are nonstationary signals, because their temporal properties are influenced by many factors during motor operation, including electric power supply and load variations. If the motor load torque varies over time, then the stator current spectrum contains load induced harmonics that might obscure certain spectral fault signatures. This situation complicates any proposed motor fault detection scheme that depends solely on stator current. A fault diagnosis system that utilizes nonstationary signals must take into account the temporal variations of the fault signatures, requiring more sophisticated signal processing techniques than one that utilizes stationary signals. The proposed fault diagnosis system consists of two operating modes; one that is applicable for motors operating for prolonged periods in quasi-steady state, where finding stationary segments of motor terminal measurements is feasible, and a second applicable for motors operating predominantly in transient mode.
The block diagram of the proposed fault diagnosis system for both operating modes is shown in Fig. 1 . Measurements of three-phase line voltages, , and currents, , are collected, where stands for "nonstationary." The samples are preprocessed to match with the sampling rate and magnitude scale of the developed motor predictor. Then using these motor terminal measurements the motor speed, , is estimated using the speed filter. In the case of the steady-state algorithm, it is necessary to obtain the stationary segments of the measured signals. By applying a segmentation technique to the measurements and the speed estimate, the desired stationary regions are extracted. The motor condition is analyzed in these regions by generating the residual signals. The empirical motor predictors used in generating the residual signals are multi-step-ahead predictors (MSP) based on recurrent dynamic NNs, and their inputs are the voltage measurements, , current predictions, , and motor speed estimate, , where stands for "quasi-stationary." Once the residuals are generated, they are further processed along with the current measurement . These signals are separated to their fundamental and harmonics components, , , and , . Since the magnitude of and does not change over the time, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm can be used to separate it into fundamental and harmonics components. These signals are used to generate two different fault indicators, , which is the rms value of the normalized harmonics component of the residual signal, and , which is the negative-sequence component of the residual signal. The former indicator is developed for detecting mechanical faults, whereas the latter for detecting electrical faults. By detecting changes in the indicator magnitude, the motor condition is classified as normal, warning, or alarm.
In the transient mode of operation, the sampled nonstationary signals are preprocessed and the motor current residual signals are generated, which are also nonstationary. The current measurements and the residuals are then separated into fundamental and harmonics components , , and , . Wavelet signal decomposition is used in this research to track the temporal variations of the relevant signals. The fault indicators used in this mode are modified to reflect the time variations. Once the time-dependent frequency components of and are separated, the fault indicators and are computed through the rms and symmetrical component analysis calculations, respectively.
III. SENSORLESS SPEED ESTIMATION
A. Speed Estimation From Motor Current Rotor Slot Harmonic
The rotor produces air-gap permeance waves with a spatial distribution dependent upon the number of rotor slots, . During motor operation, the rotor-slot magnetomotive force (mmf) harmonics interact with the fundamental component of the air-gap flux due to the stator current. Normally, the magnitude of these flux harmonics varies little, except in machines with closed rotor slots. Similar air-gap flux harmonics occur from the rotor slot harmonics (RSHs). Therefore the air-gap flux is modulated by the passing rotor slots.
For a sinusoidally fed machine the expression for slot harmonic can be given as [1] , (1) where , , and are angular slot harmonic frequency, rotor frequency, and synchronous frequency, respectively. Accounting for the time harmonics present in the power supply and air-gap eccentricity, the equation for the slot harmonic frequency can be given as [1] ( 2) where ; , is known as eccentricity order, is the order of stator time harmonics that are present in the power supply. Due to the interaction of harmonics with the rotor slot permeance wave, there is a periodicity of slot harmonics. Fig. 2 shows the slot harmonics corresponding to and for a 2.2-kW four-pole 44-rotor-bars machine, running directly from the power supply mains.
In order to use (2) to calculate the slip, it is necessary to know and . In this study, only motor nameplate information is used for finding the number of rotor bars along with motor current measurements [24] . The lower eccentricity-related harmonic is not automatically detectable for the small induction motor ( , 2.2 kW) used in this study. Thus, the approximate slip in the initialization algorithm adopted from [24] was calculated by using the no-load and full-load slip and the rms value of the motor current. This assumes motor operation in the linear region. Using the approximate slip, the number of rotor bars is calculated as the value of for which the magnitude of is maximum in the line current spectrum [24] . The induction motor speed, in revolutions per minute (r/min), can then be calculated using the slot harmonic frequency at any slip condition from the following expression [25] :
The RSH-based speed detection algorithms require calculation of the motor stator current FFT. For accurate detection of the RSH, a high frequency resolution is required, typically 1-2 Hz, which in turn implies longer data windows. The transient speed can thus be calculated by using a moving data window, but this leads to poor time localization of the estimated transient speed response.
An FFT-based algorithm with multiple time and frequency windowing is used to search for the RSH. This approach is a combination of the time-windowing [25] and spectral aliasing methods [24] discussed in the literature. The search window is given by (4) where the value of is derived from nameplate information and the value of is the slip corresponding to no load.
B. Neural Speed Filter Development
It is assumed that the motor voltage and current measurements are available and these are used to identify a motor model for the speed filter. Motor nameplate information, such as , or quantities derived from motor nameplate, such as , and , is used to calculate the speed targets, , from the motor line currents. Only the motor terminal measurements and the inferred target speed are required for filter development, whereas online filter operation requires only the motor terminal currents and voltages.
The filter equations for the motor speed estimate, , can be written as [23] : follows.
Step 1) Prior to Observing the Sample-Prediction
Step: The motor speed and current predictor values are obtained using the following equations:
where and where and represent the measured motor line voltages and currents, and is the vector containing the history of motor current predictions.
Step 2) Following Observation of the Sample-Update Step: The updated motor speed is computed from (7) where the function is the filter gain, a function of the variables shown in (7), and the vector, , is defined as (8) where (9) is the innovations term. A block diagram of the neural adaptive speed filter is shown in Fig. 3 . The motor speed estimate represents the speed estimate computed during the online operation of the filter.
A data buffer of 20 cycles, sampled at 3840 Hz with windowing, is used to find the RSH. Since 20 cycles of data are needed to calculate the speed, the RSH speed estimate lags the actual speed by about 10 cycles. As such, the RHS-based speed estimate is shifted to compensate for this sluggishness or lag. The training set consists of the measurements of the three line voltages, the three line currents, rms of the phase-current and the shifted RSH-based speed estimate. The rms of the phasecurrent is calculated using only two-cycles of a moving window. Hence the current rms value calculation block can be embedded inside the neural speed filter. All eight training set signals are downsampled to 960 Hz. The training set contains of both transients as well as steady-state segments.
C. Neural Speed Filter Experimental Validation
The speed filter is first developed to estimate the healthy motor speed under balanced power supply conditions, using motor voltages and currents from a healthy balanced machine. The load is varied from 70% to 120% of rated (high load). The filter is then tested on unseen data in the same load range. The response of the filter is also tested for load range 0%-70% of rated (low load), which is outside the loads in the range for which the filter was trained. Both studies reveal acceptable speed estimates.
The filter response is also tested on data collected using a rotor different that the one used in filter training. In any speed estimation technique based on a motor model, use of different rotors would typically require offline calculation of model parameters. This is not the case for the neural speed filter developed. Table I presents a summary of the speed estimation errors. The neural speed filter response has significant speed estimation error when a new rotor is introduced and no online training or tuning is performed. However, this error is considerably reduced after only two iterations of incremental tuning.
The three-phase power supply in an industrial environment is not always balanced. Due to the supply imbalance negative-sequence currents would be generated in the machine, leading to a drop in speed. The speed filter response is studied for supply imbalance varying from 0% to 5.4%. The speed filter with parameters corresponding to the "balanced healthy machine" is used to investigate the impact of power supply imbalance. The neural filter response with no parameter tuning is found satisfactory. Fig. 4 shows the performance of speed filter with high values of supply imbalance. Table I presents a summary of the speed filtering error with respect to shifted RSH-based speed estimate.
The filter performance is also tested on a rotor with broken bars, that is different than the one used in filter development. Acceptable results are obtained for all the broken rotor bar cases. Moreover, no filter training or tuning is needed to obtain good speed estimates for the rotor with broken rotor bars. Table I presents a speed error comparison, with respect to the shifted RSH-based speed estimates. The response of the filter deteriorates as the number of broken bars increases.
The scalabilty and adaptability of the speed filter to a new machine is tested with the 597-kW motor. The speed filter developed for the healthy 2.2-kW machine is used as a starting point. Incremental training with a very small transient segment is sufficient to considerably improve the performance of the filter in only a few hundred iterations. Fig. 5 shows the speed filter response following this incremental tuning, whereas Table I summarizes some of the estimation error results for the two large machines considered. The ability of the speed filter to be adaptable to new machines with little incremental tuning effort shows its reusability. Furthermore, it significantly reduces the commissioning time needed to install the filter on a new machine.
For the 597-kW machine, the speed filter performance is also tested on data with four broken rotor bars. Moreover, no further online training or tuning of the filter is needed to obtain good speed estimates. Similar results are obtained for this case study during load increase and decrease. Table I present the speed filtering errors for healthy, broken bars and eccentric 597-kW machine. Since the measured speed encoder signal is very noisy, the errors are calculated with respect to the shifted RSH-based speed estimate.
IV. DEVELOPMENT OF MOTOR PREDICTORS AND COMPUTATION OF THE FAULT INDICATORS
A. Generation of the Motor Current Residual Signals
The current residuals are computed by taking the difference between the measured and predicted motor current responses. The latter is the output of the developed motor predictor. The motor current predictor consists of three networks; a network is developed for each of the outputs of the three-phase induction motor, , , and . Each network has three layers: one hidden layer, one input layer with nine nodes, and one output layer with one node. Specifically, the neural predictor output consists of the three-phase current predictions (10) The nine inputs to each of the three current predictors are (11) where represents the three-phase motor terminal voltages,
and where , , and represent the three phase currents. The architecture of the current predictor is similar to the speed filter predictor, i.e., (5) and (6) . Initially, the motor predictors are developed for a small machine, 2.2 kW, with the training data representing the high-load level, 90%-100%. After developing this baseline model, additional models valid at lower load levels, e.g., 50%-60% of rated load, are developed by incrementally tuning the baseline high-load level model. This is done to allow compensation for load variation effects on the fault signatures. The motor load level can be determined by the speed or current measurement, compared to the rated speed and current of the motor. The predictor also allows for supply imbalance compensation; supply imbalance of only up to 5.4% is considered because imbalance of much more than 5% is considered excessive. In this research, only magnitude imbalance is considered. Training of the predictor is accomplished using a recurrent learning algorithm previously presented in the literature. The details of the algorithm, including the gradient calculations are omitted here, but they have been published in the literature [26] .
In testing the performance of the developed predictor, the maximum and mean prediction error is used. Additionally, the following normalized mean-squared error (NMSE) is utilized for the th predicted variable: (13) where is the observed output, and is the predicted output. The developed predictors are evaluated in terms of their performance for multi-step-ahead prediction (MSP) on a validation data set. The validation data set comprises of measurements entirely different than the ones used in the estimation data set. The performance evaluation results for the validation set are summarized in Table II in terms of NMSE, maximum error and mean error. The results reported in Table II are comparable to the errors obtained using the estimation set, demonstrating the generalization performance of the predictors.
In predictor adaptation for use with large motors, a 597 kW machine and a 373-kW machine is considered. The original predictor is adapted for use with both of these machines. The adapted predictors are further tuned incrementally to obtain new predictors operating at lower load levels. The predictive accuracy of the adapted models is shown in Table II in terms of NMSE, maximum error and the mean error. Compared to the accuracy of the original predictors, the predictors adapted for the large machines show improvement. The large machine data are collected using better sensors and with very high sampling rates, reducing the effects of aliasing and noise. Further, in large machines the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is much higher than in small machines.
B. Computation of the Fault Indicators
In the quasi-steady-state fault detection mode there are two major signal processing procedures; the nonstationary signal segmentation and the fault indicator computation. Whereas in the transient mode only the fault indicator computation is of interest. In both operating modes, the fault indicators are similar, but the detailed algorithms for their computation is different. In the former operating mode, the FFT algorithm is effective for decomposing signals into their harmonic components because signal segmentation is used to select the stationary signal segments. But if the signal frequency component magnitudes vary over time significantly, as is the case in the transient operating mode, use of the FFT algorithm is not effective. In the latter mode, wavelet packet decomposition is used for separation of the signal into its harmonics. The first fault indicator, used for electrical fault detection, is the negative-sequence component of (14) (15) where the superscript is replaced by either " " or " " for nonstationary or quasi-stationary, respectively, the subscript stands for any one of the three phases " , , or ," and where and are the "fundamental" and "harmonics" components of the signals.
1) Electrical Fault Indicator:
Assuming quasi-steady-state motor operation, let the size of a moving window within the segment be , and the moving distance of the window be . Then, the negative sequence of the residual signal, , can be computed using the symmetrical component theory as (16) where and , and where , , are the magnitudes of the fundamental components of the three-phase residual signals, computed by applying the FFT algorithm on the signals , , . For the transient mode of operation, the residual signals are characterized by time-varying fundamental magnitude. As such, if properly computed, the associated negative sequence will be a time-varying signal. The negative sequence of the residuals, , is computed using the following modified form of the symmetrical component theory as (17) where (15) is used in the definition of the residuals. The timevarying fundamental component of the residual signals is calculated using wavelet packet decomposition and it reflects the time-varying nature of the negative-sequence signal.
2) Mechanical Fault Indicator: The fault indicator proposed in this study for detecting mechanical faults, and in particular bearing and rotor faults, is based on the observation that the motor currents, and as a result the residuals, are distorted in the presence of such faults. Consequently, in the presence of such mechanical faults the harmonic components in the residuals increase when compared to a baseline. Current harmonics variations provide some clues for detecting the presence of mechanical faults, whereas tracking variations in the motor current fundamental might result in false alarms. Relative changes in the harmonics, as seen through the processing of the residuals, appears promising for the detection of changes in motor mechanical condition.
In the quasi-steady-state operating mode, the frequency components of the residuals and the motor current are separated using the FFT algorithm, and a moving window rms value of the harmonic components of the residual and current signals can be computed. In the transient operating mode, this decomposition is performed using wavelet packet analysis. As in the case of Indicator 1, let the size of a moving window within the segment Fig. 6 . Impact of speed estimation for 2.2-kW healthy motor; current residual generated by measured speed and estimated speed (top), Indicator 1 (middle), and Indicator 2 (bottom).
be
, and the moving distance of the window be . The two moving window rms values are computed as (18) (19) where and where the superscript is replaced by either " " or " " for nonstationary or quasi-stationary, respectively. Since the signatures resulting from mechanical faults are equally contained in all three motor currents, and can be computed for any one of the three phases. The relative change in the harmonics component of the residual signal can be quantified by the ratio . In this study, the normalized harmonics content of the residuals, , is used as an indicator for detecting mechanical faults, as follows: (20) 3) Signal Segmentation Algorithm: The signal segmentation algorithm separates the nonstationary motor measurements into a set of quasi-stationary signals. The segmentation is motivated by the fact that for the motor measurements to be considered stationary, not only their fundamental components but also their harmonic components must remain time invariant within a certain range of magnitude. Thus, it is required to investigate the variations of the harmonic and fundamental components of the motor measurements as a function of time, using a fine frequency resolution. In this research, the signal segmentation is performed using the wavelet packet transform. A nonstationary signal containing multifrequency components can be decomposed into a number of signals having the corresponding frequency by using the wavelet packet algorithm. The decomposed signals for each frequency components are examined and the time variation of their magnitude is compared to a preselected threshold. This user-specified threshold represents the allowed magnitude variations in order for a signal to be considered stationary [19] .
V. MOTOR FAULT DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setups and Staged Motor Faults
A four-pole 2.2-kW induction motor testbed is run directly off the supply mains at 60 Hz. This is the small machine test bed. The motor has 324 stator turns and 44 rotor bars and it is connected to two dc generators in series. The first dc generator Fig. 7 . Impact of speed estimation for 2.2-kW motor with broken rotor bars; current residual generated by measured speed and estimated speed (top), Indicator 1 (middle), and Indicator 2 (bottom).
is used to load the induction motor. The second dc generator is used to measure the motor speed signal. An eight-channel Lab-VIEW-based data acquisition system is used to record the three line voltages, the three line currents, and the generator speed signal. All seven signals are sampled at 3840 Hz and the data are collected for offline processing.
Data from electric motor experiments conducted at the Public Service Electric and Gas Motor Repair Facility, Sewaren, NJ, under the auspices of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and the Electric Motor Predictive Maintenance (EMPM) Tailored Collaboration (TC) project are used. This is the large machine test bed. A six-pole 373-kW and a eight-pole 597-kW induction motor are run directly from the power supply mains. The motors are connected to dynamometers used to load then. A 13-channel IOTech data-acquisition system is used to record the three line voltages, the three line currents, the encoder speed signal and six vibration signals. The currents, voltages and the encoder signal downsampled to 3840 Hz are utilized for further processing.
B. Impact of Speed Estimation on Fault Detection Accuracy
The developed motor predictors have the mechanical speed as an input. At the motor predictor training stage, the measured speed information is used as the speed input to these predictors. But speed measurements are not always available because speed sensors are not typically installed in induction motors, especially in small ones. Due to recent developments in sensorless speed estimation schemes, accurate state filtering of the motor speed using only the electrical measurements is feasible, as discussed in previous sections. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed fault diagnosis system when speed estimates are used rather than speed measurements, both the speed measurements and the speed filter output are utilized for residual generation. Figs. 6 and 7 show this comparison for a healthy motor and a motor having broken rotor bars, respectively. The measured speed is used for computing the fault indicators during the first 2 s of the case studies, whereas the estimated speed is used during the next 2 s. All other measurements are identical. In both figures, the magnitude of the residual signal is indistinguishable throughout the tests, as is the indicator values. These figures demonstrate the accuracy of the developed speed estimates and the robustness of the fault indicators. Consequently, most of the fault detection and diagnosis results previously reported by the authors using speed sensor measurements [19] , [20] are quite similar to the results presented in this paper. 
C. Quasi-Steady-State Machine Operation
The fault diagnosis mode proposed for the quasi-steady-state operation is applied to large and small machine staged fault data. The dynamics of large machines are usually slower than those of small machines. As a result the transients from disturbances, such as load and power supply variations, are slower and it is relatively easier to find stationary segments than in small machines.
1) Broken Rotor Bars:
A mechanical motor fault considered is that of broken rotor bars, and the experiments are performed to obtain motor measurements with differing number of broken bars. After collecting the measurements, downsampling is accompanied with antialiasing low-pass filtering, and scaling. The six measurements, three voltages, and three currents, along with the speed estimate, are processed through the signal segmentation algorithm and their stationary segments are obtained. The residuals are generated by subtracting the measurements from the predictions. The residuals are converted to per unit base. The baseline is selected to be the computed healthy motor indicators.
The two proposed fault indicators are computed by processing the residual signal, as discussed before. The results, not shown here due to space limitations, indicate that Indicator 1, , remains unchanged compared to the baseline because mechanical faults do not result in the unbalanced motor currents. Indicator 2,
, reveals the presence of a fault where the magnitude of the indicator increases as the severity of the fault is increased by breaking an increasing number of rotor bars.
2) Eccentric Air Gap: Another common mechanical motor fault is air-gap eccentricity. Such tests are performed considering two different cases. The first case is a condition of moving 25% upward the rotating center at the end of the inboard shaft, and the other case is a condition of moving 20% downward and 10% right the rotating center at the end of outboard shaft. Fig. 8 shows the air-gap eccentricity test at 100% of rated load. The top segment of Fig. 8 shows the motor current spectra with healthy condition and air-gap eccentricity. Distinguishing the two spectra is very difficult. The bottom segment of Fig. 8 shows Indicator 2,
. Air-gap eccentricity makes the air gap distorted, resulting in the modulation of the current. Thus, compared with the baseline the harmonics of the residual signal are expected to change, enabling detection of this fault.
D. Transient Machine Operation
The fault diagnosis mode proposed for the transient operation is also applied to large and small machine staged fault data. A few cases are presented here.
1) Motor Bearing Deterioration:
According the motor failure surveys, bearing problems constitute 40% of all motor faults. Fig. 9 shows the results from experiments with bad bearings where deterioration resulted from defect in the balls, and inner and outer race. In Fig. 9 , the top segment of the figure shows the motor current spectra with good and bad bearings. The distinction between the two is very difficult. The bottom segment of Fig. 9 shows Indicator 2,
. The defective bearings make the motor shaft move radially, the air-gap is distorted resulting in the modulation of the current. Thus compared with the baseline the harmonics in the residual signal are expected to change, enabling detection of this important motor fault.
2) Turn-to-Turn Stator Winding Shorts: Experiments are performed by bridging the stator winding turns with resistors to implement the turn-to-turn stator winding short faults. The two proposed fault indicators are computed by processing the residual signal, as discussed before. The results indicate that Indicator 2, , remains unchanged compared to the baseline because electrical faults do not result in excessive motor current harmonics. Indicator 1, , which is the measure employed in this study for electrical fault detection shows significant variation from the baseline, as does the negative sequence of currents, , which is a conventional measure of electrical fault detection.
E. Summary of Staged Fault Experiments
The detection effectiveness of the developed system is explored by dividing the detection range to normal ( ), warning ( ), and alarm ( ), and considering different warning ranges. The motor conditions detected as normal by the system may either represent true normal (or healthy) conditions or possibly relate to unhealthy motor conditions detected as normal; the latter are missed fault cases. The motor conditions detected as warnings could also include either true or false warning, and so do the alarms. In view of this categorization, the following definitions can be made: In view of these definitions, the sum of TNC, TWC, and TAC is defined as correct decision fraction (CDF), the sum of "true positives" and "true negatives", and the sum of MFC, FWC, and FAC is defined as incorrect decision fraction (IDF), the sum of "false positives" and "false negatives". Thus the sum of CDF and IDF will be 1. A measure of detection effectiveness for the system is defined as the ratio of the number of correctly detected cases to the total number of tested cases, which is identical to CDF. System diagnosis effectiveness is not discussed any further because the two proposed indicators are decoupled based on the physical arguments presented. In this paper, no attempt is made to construct Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves for the proposed fault detection system, as done in a recent publication by the authors [21] .
The developed fault detection and diagnosis system is tested with 56 cases using staged fault data from 2.2-kW induction motors, and 31 cases using staged fault data from the large machines used in this study, 597-and 373-kW motors. The analyzed cases include different motor conditions with an eccentric air gap, bad bearings and broken rotor bars, as well as stator turn-to-turn winding shorts. Healthy cases are also considered. Table III shows the detection effectiveness of the fault diagnosis system for all motors considered. The detailed rates previously defined are also presented. The fault detection effectiveness results depend on how the user defines the warning range, which in turn defines the ranges for normal operation and alarms. In this study a few warning ranges are chosen to demonstrate this sensitivity.
The first observation regarding Table III is that the incorrectly detected warning conditions are due to the temporal variations in motor terminal measurements during normal operating conditions; the fault indicators eventually go below the warning range. The second observation is that for the third and fourth warning ranges the missed faults consist of the tests with half broken rotor bar. This is a fault at very early stages of development. After some time the fault will be detected because additional rotor bars will be broken. All case studies with one or more broken bars have been successfully detected in this study. A final observation is obtained by comparing the results of Table III with similar tables in recent papers by the authors utilizing speed sensor measurements [19] , [20] . The similar accuracy and trend in these tables demonstrates that the proposed fault detection and diagnosis system does not suffer as a result of replacing the motor speed sensor with a motor speed filter.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, a speed-sensorless fault diagnosis system for induction motors was developed and tested, using dynamic recurrent NNs, Fourier-based and wavelet-based signal processing. The proposed fault diagnosis system is tested under both steady-state and transient motor operating conditions using 2.2-, 373-, and 597-kW motors. The conclusions drawn from this research can be summarized as follows.
• The use of only motor electrical measurements for detecting and diagnosing the most commonly encountered motor faults is feasible. No knowledge of detailed machine or bearing parameters is needed. The need for a speed sensor is eliminated by estimating the motor speed from current measurements.
• The prediction uncertainty is unavoidable in practice, but it does not significantly impact the detection effectiveness of the proposed fault diagnosis system; detection effectiveness of 93% or more is achieved.
• The easy and effective scalability of the developed system to induction motors with different power ratings, enhances its applicability. Commissioning of the system on different machines requires minimal incremental tuning. This might enable its widespread adoption on machines of various power ratings from different vendors.
